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Github url on resume

Should I put the GitHub link on your resume? Is GitHub a technical skill? Where did you not put a portfolio link on a resume? Should I put the picture on my resume? I'm writing a résumé for computer science? do I add the LinkedIn link to GitHub? do I share a GitHub account? can I shoot from GitHub? select multiple
lines in GitHub? UPDATE: I revisited this recently in my post Using GitHub Profile Pages to mirror your personal site. Be sure to read that too. I look at dozens of tech cVs and StackOverflow Careers profiles for a day and I'm glad that several of them have GitHub links with some code to look at. In 2011, I wrote that I
thought the applicant's tech evaluation should be more portfolio-based. I described what I would be looking for as an interviewer - one point was: I could use an orientation: I needed a starting place. The bigger the project, the harder it will be to jump and take a look around. Give me what you'd give a new collaborator.
Now that I've been spending time in GitHub with the intention of understanding a developer, I can see that I need an overview of the entire repository. GitHub's public profile is not customizable and does a good job of describing a person's contributions. We recommend: Create a page with a simple URL on your own
domain (for example, example.com/github) and write a narrative that takes me through your warehouses. Link to that page in your CV and GitHub profile. What you do on this page really depends on your specific contributions and what types of jobs you apply to. I made a GitHub tour page at my dogfood suggestion, but
also because, as a consultant, I imagine that some potential customers look at my GitHub. I decided that a reasonable organization of my page was (approximate) reverse chronological order, but that might not be right for you. If you have a particularly popular project, you probably want that at the top. If you are looking
to get a job in a particular technology, you should highlight your contributions using it. Most importantly, edit the list down to what someone should look at. Another benefit of this page is that I can mix-in non-open source parts of projects. For example, App-o-Mat isn't open source, but the app template is, so I can highlight
a project that you can't even see very well on my personal GitHub page. I can also describe a contribution if the code is not very interesting, but the context is. Whatever your contributions, I'm sure their own organization will be much better than GitHub's default. UPDATE: I revisited this recently in my post Using GitHub
Profile Pages to mirror the site Be sure to read that too. It will be easy if we share our CV link to other than sharing the PDF file. I will share the steps I have taken to accommodate mine. So it will be helpful for others.premise: GitHub contSo what we are we are to achieve is something similar to . You own a website that
has your PDF CV .1.Create a public repositoryfollowing this link . so you'll see a site similar to this, now create a repo and name it as CV.create a repository in the name of resume2. Upload your PDF file resumeAfter you've created repo th . you'll see that above the screenshot. That's where you click upload files. And
upload and commit the pdf so it looks lower commit after loading finish3. Get the PDF file pdf linkclick in your repo. you'll see something similar to this. Do not right-click in the download button and copy the link to copy the address link4. Create an HTML file to view the link pdfreplace HERE with the copied link.5.Github
pagesNow to go to the github repo.find cv settings and enable it for the master branch. You'll see something like thisIn the present, you can see your resume in your website, :) Companies require a GitHub profile. Recruiters are asking for a GitHub profile. Do you want to contribute to open-source? is now one of the most
frequently asked questions in phone screens. If people want a GitHub, we'll give them a GitHub. This article will explain to present a GitHub project for use in a resume. As a candidate, it is what to write to enter and present a software (not required on GitHub). As an interviewer (or fellow developer), it is what to look for to
judge the developer's experience and the quality of a software. When you have a GitHub it is mandatory, just like having a name. Link to a specific project Put a link to GitHub in your CV and every application form you need to fill out. This link must send directly to a project. Never connect to the root of your GitHub profile,
it doesn't display anything useful, and it's hard to navigate from there. This means that you must have a project to show. A single demonstration project is enough, they don't need more. This project will be the landing page in the web buzzword. This is the first page the employer will see. They will rarely go past (and they
shouldn't have it), so the page should be a pretty good by itself. If they get over it, it's only because the page took their interests and they wanted to see more. We will write the project page to give a good first impression and show off your skills as a software engineer. Project Structure A software project can be judged in
5 seconds by looking at the directory structure. An inexperienced developer is easy to spot. His project has no structure. Files are either in places be in all the top directory. There's a project structure that leads them all. There must be separate directories for source, test, libraries, compiled binaries, etc... If the naming
convention be doc or docs is an unimportant detail. For example, here are simple folder structure conventions for GitHub projects: . ===-- build # Compiled files (alternative 'dist') &amp;-- docs # Documentation files (alternative 'doc') &amp;-- src # Source files (alternative 'lib' or 'app') --- test # Automated tests (alternatively
'spec' or tests) --- tools # Tools and utilities ,-- LICENCE -- README.md A well organized project Have a README Have a README at: Describes the purpose of the project Screenshots / Videos Use Link to the installer / web page ... Have screenshots in readme A picture is worth a thousand words. People aren't going
to install the app just to see. Give them screenshots. Have videos in readme A picture is worth a thousand words. A video is worth a thousand pictures. There is nothing better than a video when it comes to giving a demonstration or showing off a request. Great demo from a random snake project on GitHub Note: GitHub
does not allow to incorporate video files into readme, use animated gif instead. Link to a website or a Link to site installer if it is a web application project. Of course, a web application should be running somewhere and accessible to the public, which is the point of web applications. Link to setup if it is a desktop
application project. It's unlikely that the user will install, but that looks professional, that's how desktop apps are distributed after all. The integration of GitHub GitHub tools has a rich ecosystem of free tools for building, packaging, testing and more. All these tools are mandatory for the development of professional
software. It used to be hell to set tools, but now everything is available for free through GitHub and the setup is dead simple. There is no excuse not to use the tools. This is an example of a C++ project for a Connect Four. Left to right: does it stay with the source code? Nobody cares about your code. It was a shocking
moment when I learned this in my programming career. I would take great care in polishing my code just to find out anyone actually cares. It's not the code, it's the product. — Source A paragraph to explain the purpose of the application is 10 times faster than guessing. A quick start video of a [non-trivial] app is 100
times faster than figuring it out. A design chart is 1000 times faster than the application's reverse engineering. All this could be achieved by reading the source code at the cost of orders of more magnitude time and headaches. It is extremely slow and difficult to read the code (or we should say to decode the code). It
should just be a Solution. Lesson #1: Nobody cares about the source code. Nobody's going to read it. Lesson #2: Don't expect people to read it. It's not the force. What if I have have big projects to show? Good. Smaller projects are easier to show, easier to explain and easier for the interviewer to understand. For
example, everyone can understand a good old Connect Four. It's not a trivial project, despite what it looks like at first. Write a decent ui, put some colors, allow an option of two players, add a hint to show the next best move, add an AI to play against. While the game is conceptually simple there is a lot of work to turn it
into good and polished software. That leaves a lot of depth to talk about in a face-to-face interview. Did you know that the first player in a four game connect always wins? [if playing perfectly] Did you know that the second player can always shoot the game, if the first player does not take the middle position as his first
move? Source: A Knowledge-Based Approach to Connect-Four, The Game Is Solved: White Wins, Victor Allis Do the Interviewers Really Look at GitHub? Actually, no, I don't know. GitHub traffic statistics I did the tests. Here are the stats after sending a bunch of resumes. The 3 views are from me, I accessed the
project while I was writing this article without being logged into GitHub. Oops, my evil. From personal experience from the last time I looked for a job. After a dozen phone interviews (1 dev per call) and a couple on the sites (4 to 7 devs on the site), there was only 1 visit to my profile. Conclusion: Nobody cares about
GitHub. Nobody's going to read it. Everyone is going to ask for it, however, because it's hype. Bonus: Since no one will check the link they are given, you can refuse to participate in the GitHub masquerade by responding to all GitHub application with the ultimate hello world deposit. This is a repository of greeting the
world in hundreds of languages. Cheat Sheet Project Structure Have a README Write a paragraph to explain the purpose of the project Put screenshots and videos Distribute an installation program (desktop app) or give the website (web app) Integra development tools (CI, test drive, packer, etc...) These are good
practices for software projects. It's not limited to GitHub. Github.
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